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This system has movable partitions. Dividers move to accommodate any size party. Dividers separate groups or individuals and are clear in order to maintain the feeling of a public place and to allow patrons to see & be seen.
Restaurants are in the position of having to balance the need of maximizing their seating capacity, provide social distancing measures and creating a relaxing environment. These modular and low-profile booth sections provide distance between dinners yet still allow for an open feel to the room. The plexiglass upper panels can be skinned with printed vinyl or faux stained glass. The lower panels are customizable to suit a chosen aesthetic and be maintenance friendly.
For a more private dining experience, patrons may wish to dine alone or in small group with this modular booth system. Each unit has three sections with dividers that fold in or out. Diners can relax and eat in a peaceful environment with limited contact with the wait staff as well as other patrons. Food and orders are placed through moveable doors in the rear of each section. Lighting color and intensity can be adjusted to each diner’s taste.
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Outdoor Trestle Partitions

Restaurants will need to maximize their available seating while still adhering to social distancing recommendations. Our wooden trestle design offers modular construction options with integrated plexiglass separation panels. Patrons can dine safely while enjoying unimpeded external views. Each trestle can be engineered to site specifics.

Clients can choose between a reestanding structure or semi-permanent option that attaches to their building. The panels can be transparent with vinyl branding. Other substrates can be substituted in order to comply with existing aesthetic parameters.
As weather warms and people begin to go back outside, there will be an increased demand for responsible social interaction. This self-contained refreshment booth will provide a means to safely reintroduce brands to the public.

Industrial wheels allow for rapid set up and breakdown. Plexi guards and self closing doors keep patrons and servers at a safe distance from one another.

Brand opportunities can be placed on the large exterior panels and along the interior wall.

Beer, wine, and drinking glasses can also be branded.
Take the dining experience outside with these all weather dining houses. Each house is roofed with twin wall that blocks 99% of UV rays while the clear side walls provide an openness to the diners.

Per order, a room can be fabricated to fit two to six people at a time and be wired for LED lighting. Adjustable roof panels allow for venting in the summer months. Additional transparent vinyl can be applied to the room sides.
Outdoor Tables

A low impact option for new park / outdoor seating. These units can be modified with or without permanent seating. Sponsors (both private and corporate) can sponsor single or multiple tables. A number of options are available for both the table and wall materials.